
Date: 27.11.19

Agent: MCDONALD LAWSON PTY LTD

Low High

Vealers 210kg to 280kg 120 - 327.2

Vealers 280kg plus 230 - 281.2

Young Steers 280kg to 370kg  - 285

Young Steers 370kg to 440kg 220 - 285

Young Heifers 280kg to 370kg 220 - 265

Young Heifers 370kg to 440kg 210 - 266.2

Steers 440kg to 550kg 240 - 290

Steers 550kg plus  -  

Export Heifers 440kg plus  - 210

Light Cows Under 400kg 20 - 120

Medium Cows 400kg to 520kg 80 - 210

Heavy Cows 520kg plus 185 - 232

Heavy Bulls 600kg plus 150 - 250

Please quote 3 & 4 cattle only, except bulls & light cows where scores 1 & 2 can be quoted.

Return to McDonald Lawson by 5:00pm - Fax: 63724655

MUDGEE CATTLE MARKET REPORT

With the big dry & producers wanting to unload before Christmas, numbers continue to roll in. 1340 

head drawn for & very little change from the previous weeks penning. Not all buyers were operating 

causing a cheaper market. Young prime cattle suitable for the processors were scarce & fell 10-

15c/kg. Prime yearling steers to processors were close to firm, however the heifer portion fell 

10c/kg & up to 15c/kg in places. Light & medium weight feeder steers sold fully firm. An extra order 

pushed prices up for feeder heifers, 20c/kg in places. Lighter restocking types were fully firm. Light 

weight restocking steers sold 5-10c/kg dearer for Angus calves selling up to 327.2c/kg. Very few 

export types sold considerably cheaper. Reduced competition on the cows saw a much weaker 

trend. A couple of northern processors appear to have sufficient cows around them at the moment. 

Best heavy cows fell 15-30c/kg. Medium weight boner cows fell 30-40c/kg on average. Bulls also 

cheaper by 30-40c/kg. Last Sale for the year will be on the 11th of December & first sale back will be 

the 8th of January. 


